**Electrical Device Records Touches In Fencing Meets**

Machine Which Lights Lamp And Rings Bell Will Be Used In Olympic Tournaments

Gadget Is Adjusted To Time Touches To Test Of Second

Epee's Guard And Fencing Mat Are Grounded To Prevent Shock

Roman fellibility will be eliminated in the judging of the touches in the epee. A new electrical device, to be used in the Olympic Tournaments Saturday, January 25, in Walker Memorial Gymnasium. A new electrical mechanism which picks up exactly the touch by flashing a light and ringing a bell will be employed to supplement the human sense.

The epee is wired in the same way as with which carry the impulses down from the tip through the weapon's guard, in the same order in which the wires from the box containing the light bulb are plugged.

Three wires are carried through the goose tube, one to the box from the switch. The switch is then connected to the box containing the light bulb and bell.

The impulses thus passed from the point of contact travel through the back, through the switch and into the box, where they are either stopped or allowed to pass through the bell and light bulb.

The touch will be registered thus: In the box, either the switch or the bell will be turned on or off. Should the switch be turned on, the bell will ring. Should the bell be turned on, the switch will remain off.

**Tech Five Tames Wildcats, 42-31**

**Engineer Strong Rally After Losing Lead To Durham Team**

Losing the least only once during the game, the Tech basketball team defeated New Hampshire University, 42-31, in the 85-year gym last night. However, the Tech yellenders lost to the Wildcats in the first half of the game, 34-28. Fighting hard the Tech brought the score of 13 behind.

From the outflank of the game the Tech showed in the last quarter an authority by scoring right from the start of the game. Although the Tech twins, the Engineers tallied 8 points to their opponents 1 point. Before half time, the Durham team managed to cut down the early Tech lead, but the Engineers were still out front, 17-13.

N. R. Takes Lead In Half

Captain Brownstein opened the second half for New Hampshire by sticking a foul shot, and Dulle followed immediately later with a shot from the side of the court. Catching their opponents off guard, the Wildcats continued their winning with Rocklin's critical shot gaining the lead, 18-17.

This interception was ended by Capt. Bill Garth of Tech, who dribbled the entire length of the court to cage, scoring Tech's first basket of the second half. Just ended by their captain's shot, the Engineering five surged ahead and had a 40-21,3-three minutes before the half. Having a big margin over the New Hampshire team, Coach H. P. McCarthy substituted a few who allowed the Wildcats to score ten points in the remaining minutes of play.

**Technology Squash Team Wins Strong Princeton, 4-1, 5-0**

**Contest With Yale Cancelled, To Have Been Played On Sunday**

**The Technology squash team beat the Princeton squash team, 4-1, 5-0, last Saturday. The freshmen were defeated, 0-2, 2-3.**

The contest was stepped up just as the freshmen were about to play the Ivy League. The Technology freshman boy's team captured the Ivy title last year. The Princeton boy's team placed second in the Ivy competition last year.

**Freshman Mixtime Tie With Shirley**

**Strong Yearlong Boxing Win For Four Freshmen In Opening Meet**

Coach Bill Champion's freshman boxing team opened their season by tying the Shirley Industrial School for Boys at Shirley last night. The Beaver Olds twins won the 225, 145, 146, and 215-pound classes.

**Leading Makes Of Down Hill and Slalom Skis**

**All Popular Waxes**

**Alpine Type Bindings All Popular Waxes**

**Sporting Goods Co.**

**Complete Ski Equipment**

**75 Massachusetts Avenue CAMBRIDGE**

**Walton Lunch Co.**

**Morning, Noon and Night Time**

**Tech at 7 88 Massachusetts Avenue**

**Quick Service**

**Appetizing Food**

**POPULAR BRANDS**

**Quality First Always**

**WALTHER'S**

**1080 Boylston Street**

**Convenient to Faternity Men**

**Dorm Dance**

(Continued From Page 1)

**Corrections**

with Richard S. Mandel, '36, Atkinson 298, and Corwin and William A. Barlow, '36, Wood 506, in the Dormitories. Open House will be held in the Dormitories as the site of the dance.

**The THECH**

**SPORTS COMMENT**

Toward the end of each semester, it behoves the sports department to take a look at the little events in sports that happen on the campus. Varsity football at last week has been but a small part of a culture of gaiety generally desired on regimented and dead days. But we can, however, do a little pointing with pride, a little noting with pleasure.

Reliable as ever, the Rife Team has been trenching in more than its fair share of victories. H. P. McCarthy has made a fighting group out of his basketball team, and it is pleasing to read over the records of the games and see how many were won by maniacalкультур.

Fencing and wrestling are once again thriving sports and each is attracting a fair amount of wins and favored. Sonner and Isornce ran through their courses rather uneventfully, but track and fencing still have their Bastiotes to write.

For the latter sport has pulled off the biggest upset of the year by getting the Olympic Committee to stage its tryouts here at Walker. There was some admission of fact at last about the adequacy in size of the Gymnasium, since this event, which is the biggest thing in finding Greater New Hampshire has ever had, is going to be held here. Joe Lavin, '28, star fencer in his home days and member of the Olympic Committee, held out for Tech as the nearer of the two, and was won. It is good to know that there are goals still loyal to the Alma Mater.

Reliable as ever, the Swim Team has been trenching in more than its fair share of victories. If H. P. McCarthy has made a fighting group out of his basketball team, and it is pleasing to read over the records of the games and see how many were won by maniacal-funded.

Fencing and wrestling are once again thriving sports and each is attracting a fair amount of wins and favored. Sonner and Isornce ran through their courses rather uneventfully, but track and fencing still have their Bastiotes to write.

For the latter sport has pulled off the biggest upset of the year by getting the Olympic Committee to stage its tryouts here at Walker. There was some admission of fact at last about the adequacy in size of the Gymnasium, since this event, which is the biggest thing in finding Greater New Hampshire has ever had, is going to be held here. Joe Lavin, '28, star fencer in his home days and member of the Olympic Committee, held out for Tech as the nearer of the two, and was won. It is good to know that there are goals still loyal to the Alma Mater.

Reliable as ever, the Swim Team has been trenching in more than its fair share of victories. H. P. McCarthy has made a fighting group out of his basketball team, and it is pleasing to read over the records of the games and see how many were won by maniacal-funded.

Fencing and wrestling are once again thriving sports and each is attracting a fair amount of wins and favored. Sonner and Isornce ran through their courses rather uneventfully, but track and fencing still have their Bastiotes to write.

For the latter sport has pulled off the biggest upset of the year by getting the Olympic Committee to stage its tryouts here at Walker. There was some admission of fact at last about the adequacy in size of the Gymnasium, since this event, which is the biggest thing in finding Greater New Hampshire has ever had, is going to be held here. Joe Lavin, '28, star fencer in his home days and member of the Olympic Committee, held out for Tech as the nearer of the two, and was won. It is good to know that there are goals still loyal to the Alma Mater.

Reliable as ever, the Swim Team has been trenching in more than its fair share of victories. H. P. McCarthy has made a fighting group out of his basketball team, and it is pleasing to read over the records of the games and see how many were won by maniacal-funded.

Fencing and wrestling are once again thriving sports and each is attracting a fair amount of wins and favored. Sonner and Isornce ran through their courses rather uneventfully, but track and fencing still have their Bastiotes to write.

For the latter sport has pulled off the biggest upset of the year by getting the Olympic Committee to stage its tryouts here at Walker. There was some admission of fact at last about the adequacy in size of the Gymnasium, since this event, which is the biggest thing in finding Greater New Hampshire has ever had, is going to be held here. Joe Lavin, '28, star fencer in his home days and member of the Olympic Committee, held out for Tech as the nearer of the two, and was won. It is good to know that there are goals still loyal to the Alma Mater.

Reliable as ever, the Swim Team has been trenching in more than its fair share of victories. H. P. McCarthy has made a fighting group out of his basketball team, and it is pleasing to read over the records of the games and see how many were won by maniacal-funded.

Fencing and wrestling are once again thriving sports and each is attracting a fair amount of wins and favored. Sonner and Isornce ran through their courses rather uneventfully, but track and fencing still have their Bastiotes to write.

For the latter sport has pulled off the biggest upset of the year by getting the Olympic Committee to stage its tryouts here at Walker. There was some admission of fact at last about the adequacy in size of the Gymnasium, since this event, which is the biggest thing in finding Greater New Hampshire has ever had, is going to be held here. Joe Lavin, '28, star fencer in his home days and member of the Olympic Committee, held out for Tech as the nearer of the two, and was won. It is good to know that there are goals still loyal to the Alma Mater.